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Summary

A technique of constructing group divisible incomplete block designs from
known designs is described'. This method when applied to a special class of
designs leads to the solution of one new design and new solutions of some
other designs. All solutions have a cyclic structure.
Keywords : Group divisible designs, cyclic structure,merging of treatments.

Introduction

A group divisible design is an arrangement of v = treatments in b
blocks such that :

(i) each treatmentis replicated r times;
(ii) each block contains k distinct treatments, k < v;
(iii) the treatments can be divided into mgroups ofh treatirfents each,

. any two treatments being first associates if they belongto the same
, group and second associates if they belong to different groups;

(iv) two treatments which are mutually ;th associates occur together
in Ai blocks, z= 1, 2.

Group divisible designs have been extensively tabulated by Clatworthy
)-. - ' [!]• Several other new designs have been reported recently by Freeman

[3], John and Turner [4] and Dey [2].
In this paper, a method ofconstiruction ofgroup divisible designs using

a known design is described. This method when applied to a special plass
of designs leads to the solution of a design hitherto unknown. Newsolu-
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tious of some other designs are also obtained. All the solutions reported
have a cyclic structure.

2. The Method

Let there exist a group divisible design with parameters v' = m'n,
b', r', k', Ai = 0, Aa, m', n' = st (j > 2, ?> 2). The association scheme

for this design can be written as below:

Uii . . . aie • • • fli,(e_i)s . . . Cli,i8

021 • • • ^2;« "H 1 • . • Cli, 2s • • • Oi, (t-l)s • • •

T

flm'l • • • dm's am', »+i • • . am',2, . . • Clm', («-i)s . . . (2.1)

where an {i = I, . . . , m j = \, . . . , st) denote the treatments, two
treatments being first associates if they belong to the same row of the
array (2.1) and second associates otherwise. Replace each of the treat
ments, flji, . . .., flis by a new treatment A^x, each of the treatments

• • • ) ai,2sby ^12, etc., and finally the treatments a,({-1)8, . . . , ai,ts
by Ah for z= 1, . . . , w'. The new array is thus ^

All ^18 • • • '
Azi A^i . . . Ait (2.2)
Am'x Am'a . . . Am'f

If the same replacement of old treatments ay by new treatments An is
done in the design Di, we get a group divisible design, say Dg, with
parameters ^ '

V* = v'/s = m't, b* = b', r* = sr', A* = k', .
= 0, A| = JA2, = m', = t. (2.3)

The association scheme of is provided by the array (2.2) with two
treatments being first associates if they belong'to the same row of (2.2)
and second associates otherwise.

The procedure described above is equivalent to merging the s treat
ments belonging to each of the t disjoint sets within the groups. Similar
merging can be done when the disjoint sets are of unequal sizes which
leads to designs with unequal replications. For details on such designs,
the reader is referred to Puri and Nigam [5, 6].
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The design in general has too many replications and designs
obtained through this procedure in general may not lead to any useful
design. However, if Di, is taken to be ofa special type, new designs can
be obtained through this procedure. These are described inthe following
section.

3. New Designs

Suppose has b' = pv' blocks O > 1) and asolution of is obtain
able by developing p initial blocks. The design in such a case has s
repetitions ofa group divisible design D^. The parameters ofD3 are

V= v'ls, b ^ b'ls, r = r',k = k', \ = 0, A, == m= m', n =

Further, also has a cyclic structure. Useful designs obtained thus
are given in Table 1.

TABLE 1—PARAMETERS OF THE DESIGNS

, Number V r . k b m n >•2 Number of
Di

R 55 8 6 3 16 4 2 0 _ 2 R 86

U~136 8 10 5 16 4 2 4. 6 R 86

R 180a 24 7 7 • 24 8 3 0 2 Rm

R197a 20 9 9 20 10 2 0 4 R202

R200a 40 9 9 -40 10 4 0 2 R202

The design-numbers refer to the table of Clatworthy [1].
Initial blocks for each of the designs Table 1 are given in Table 2.

TABLE 2—INITIAL BLOCKS FOR DESIGNS IN TABLE 1

Number . Initial Blocks

R 55 (1, 2. 3), (1, 3, 6) mod 8

jR 136 • (1, 5, 6, 7, 8), (1, 3, 5, 6, 8) mod 8

R 180fl (1,2, 5, 7, 11, 12, 14) mod 24

Ri97a (1, 2, 3, 4, 6,10, 15, 17, 18) mod 20

R 200a (1, 3, 4, 6, 10, 17, 18, 22, 35) mod 40
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Solutions for designs R 55 and 136 have been reported by Clatwqrthy
[1]. However, his solutions are obtained by duplicating the solutions for
designs R 54 and i? 134 respectively. The solutions for these designs given
here are without repeated blocks and are non-isomorphic to the ones
given by Clatworthy [1].
" Design 180fl has been reported by Freeman [3] who also gives a cyclic
solution for this design.

Design 197a has been reported by Dey [2]. However, his solution is
without a cyclic structure while the design reported here does have a
cyclic structure.

Design 200a is new as its solution does not appear elsewhere. The
average eflSciency factor for this design works out to 0.91.

It would be noticed that both the designs R 55 and R 13j6 can be
obtained by using the design R 86 as However, the design R 136 is
also complementary to R 55. Again, both R 197aand R 200aare obtained
using the design R 202. The initial block for the design R 197a can also
be obtained by reducing mod 20 the elements of the initial block of the
design R 200a.

Another design of interest is the design R 57 with parameters v = 8,
r = 9, k= 3, b = 24, = 0, Aa = 3, m = 4, « = 2, a solution ofwhich
has been reported by Clatworthy [1] by repeating the design R 54 three
times. A cyclic solution with distinct blocks for R 57 can be obtained by.
developing each of the three initial blocks:

• (1,2, 3), (1,2, 4), (1,3, 6) mods.
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